To be on Cloud Nine is to be in a blissful state of happiness. A
number of theories abound regarding the term’s origin. The most
popular attributes it to the white cumulonimbus, the 9th cloud out
of 10 types first identified in 1896. It rises as high as a cloud can go,
hence the sense of being ‘on top of the world’. Others attribute it to
the mystical divine number nine or to Buddhism where cloud 9 is
said to be a stage in the search for enlightenment. Welcome to
Cloud Nine at La Siesta Hang Be, EHG’s newest restaurant.
We chose this name because we are confident after dining here you
will feel extremely happy and satisfied. Located on the 9th floor and
encased in walls of floor to ceiling windows the restaurant’s 360
degree views across Hanoi’s rooftops, Hoan Kiem Lake and Red
River are breathtaking and inspiring. Flooded with light and a
feeling of openness the concept of seeing the outside world is just as
important as what is within.
The restaurant and bar are classically styled calling to mind an
Indochina era. A color palette of black, white, creams and blue-greys
partners with geometric shapes of striped furnishings and square
patterned floor tiles. The expanse of windows is creatively broken up
by a series of iconic photos and pictures suspended against the glass,
while floor to ceiling drapes soften the environment.
The menu features the very best in authentic flavorful Vietnamese
cuisine including dishes from all regions of the country as well as an
extensive selection of favorite international fare. Creatively
presented and technically exquisite each dish takes the diner on a
culinary journey through food.
While no one knows for the sure how the words Cloud Nine came
about, one thing we are certain about is that visiting Cloud Nine
gives the feeling one is dining high in the clouds above Hanoi.

WESTERN SET MENU
750.000VNĐ ++ PER PERSON

STARTER
SPECIAL CHEF SALAD
Grilled Australian beef with rocket leaves, cherry tomatoes and asparagus salad
served with shaved Parmesan cheese and balsamic dressing
SA LÁT BÒ ÚC NƯỚNG VỚI RAU TÊN LỬA VÀ PHO MAI BÀO

SOUP
CREAM OF MUSHROOM SOUP
A blend of assorted mushrooms, onions, potatoes and cream
SÚP KEM NẤM

MAIN COURSE
SALMON STEAK
Baked salmon ﬁllet with passion fruit sauce
Served with cherry tomatoes, potato mash and black bean rice
CÁ HỒI NAUY NƯỚNG ĂN KÈM VỚI SỐT CHANH LEO VÀ CƠM CUBA
Or

AUSTRALIAN BEEF TENDERLOIN
Grilled beef tenderloin with roasted vegetables, asparagus, and potato mash.
Served with pumkin purée and mushroom sauce
THĂN NỘI BÒ ÚC NƯỚNG VỚI KHOAI TÂY NGHIỀN MĂNG TÂY SỐT NẤM

DESSERT
HOT CHOCOLATE CAKE
Served with chocolate sauce and vanilla ice cream
BÁNH SÔ CÔ LA NÓNG VỚI KEM VANI

The price is subject to 10% of VAT and 5% of service charge

VIETNAMESE SET MENU
499.000VNĐ ++ PER PERSON

STARTER
ASSORTED SPRING ROLLS
Combination of Vietnamese deep fried and fresh spring rolls
NEM TỔNG HỢP

SOUP
TRADITIONAL “PHỞ BÒ”
Traditional Vietnamese noodle soup with beef.
Served with herbs, lime slices and chili
PHỞ BÒ

MAIN COURSE
“CHẢ CÁ” HANG BE GRILLED FISH
Grilled turmeric,dill marinated seabass ﬁllets. Served on a hot stones
Shallots, spring onion, glass noodle. Served with a ﬁsh dipping sauce
CHẢ CÁ HÀNG BÈ
Or

HANOI BARBECUED PORK “BÚN CHẢ”
Grilled pork patties in a Vietnamese dipping sauce with pickled
Served with fresh vermicelli rice noodles, mixed lettuce leaves and herbs
BÚN CHẢ HÀ NỘI

DESSERT
SPECIAL CLOUDNINE DESSERT
Red bean, sugar, seaweed, water chestnut, jelly, almond, coconut milk
CHÈ CLOUDNINE ĐẶC BIỆT

The price is subject to 10% of VAT and 5% of service charge

CLOUD NINE RESTAURANT
27 Hang Be Str., Hoan Kiem Dist., Hanoi, Vietnam
T: +84 24 3929 0011

E: info@cloudninerestaurants.com
W: cloudninerestaurants.com

